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PRESS RELEASE
The PipeKnife® Company, manufacturer of the
“Original PipeKnife®”, introduces the “Setting
Mate™
an
affordable
one-person
windshield
setting tool and Setting Mate Jr™.” a unique and
simple setting block specifically designed to be
used when setting back glass.
The Setting Mate™ designed by an experienced
auto glass replacement professional uses a
simple to install system to assist in removing
and precisely setting a new windshield.
The
Setting Mate™ is composed of (A) the glide
carriage, which holds the entire weight of the
replacement glass, allowing the AGR technician
to glide or slide the glass into position and
(B) setting blocks to precisely place the glass
during installation.
The Setting Mate™ includes 3 unique setting
blocks
designed
to
fit
the
majority
of
windshields, two glide carriages and tools to
attach the devices to the cowl frame. The tools
come in a hard shell case for easy carrying and
storage.

The advantage of the Setting Mate™ are the less
than one-minute setup to install the stop and
glide carriage, no additional weight added to
the glass, simple and easy to learn to use, the
glide
carries
the
entire
weight
of
the
replacement glass and the Setting Mate™ costs a
fraction of other setting tools.
The PipeKnife® Company also is introducing the
Setting Mate Jr.™ This simple setting block uses
a design that easily attaches to the trunk
gasket pinch weld flange and provides a glass
stop to precisely set the new glass in the
original position. The Setting Mate Jr.™ design
provides for multiple positions to accommodate
many different gaps.
Both new items are patent pending and will be
introduced at the Auto Glass Week to be held in
San Antonio, TX October 5-7, 2016.
Contact Dell Skluzak, The PipeKnife Company at (303)
232-8788 or www.pipeknife.com for more information.

